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1. Honesty, industry and kindness are the _______ of a good life.
   (A) legacies (B) pedestrians (C) nourishment (D) ingredients

2. The detective has conducted an _______ into the murder in which the celebrity was killed.
   (A) investigation (B) import (C) penalty (D) improvement

3. The workers have decided to _______ with their employers about their wage claims.
   (A) negotiate (B) narrate (C) resign (D) associate

4. I hope to treat you to a meal in _______ of all your great help.
   (A) anxiety (B) proficiency (C) prevention (D) appreciation

5. Mary works in a charitable _______.
   (A) heritage (B) ornament (C) organization (D) construction

6. There were 150 people killed and 35 wounded in _______ attacks.
   (A) terminologist (B) terrorist (C) linguist (D) capitalist

7. My grandmother is very _______. She believes in ghosts.
   (A) scientific (B) aggressive (C) luxurious (D) superstitious

8. _______ (A) Nonresidents (B) Immigrants (C) Native speakers (D) Enterpriser mean persons who have come to live forever in a foreign country.

9. The mountains in the Taroko National Park are very _______.
   (A) trivial (B) exotic (C) spectacular (D) stingy

10. Elvis Presley's stage life started to decline when he _______ to the temptations of drugs.
    (A) succumbed (B) inspired (C) appealed (D) explored

11. When they reached the _______, they were nearly exhausted.
    (A) innovation (B) expedition (C) determination (D) destination

12. Old People's knees are their _______ spot.
    (A) vulgar (B) void (C) vulnerable (D) virtuous

13. My parents will celebrate their twentieth wedding _______ tomorrow.
    (A) sculpture (B) congress (C) appetite (D) anniversary

14. It's very easy to travel from place to place in Taiwan because it has an _______ road system.
    (A) existent (B) extinct (C) extensive (D) external

15. The so-called "moral _______" was claimed by economists, referring to the risk that helping a faltering company will only encourage others to take even greater risks on the assumption that the government will always be there to provide a backstop.
    (A) hazard (B) fascination (C) emission (D) manipulation

16. A little whisky _______ the cold, tired man.
    (A) sponsored (B) revived (C) restricted (D) segregated

17. If a mental patient _______ himself to the pressure of modern life, it will worsen his condition.
    (A) disposes (B) composes (C) supposes (D) exposes

18. _______, chicken-hearted Jim was on an expedition to explore the Antarctic.
    (A) To my astonishment (B) To cite a common saying (C) In this regard (D) Regretful to say

19. Michael Phelps made _______ efforts to set a new Olympic record.
    (A) crunchy (B) desperate (C) complacent (D) dominant

20. The _______ is performing an operation on a patient.
    (A) scientist (B) critic (C) ambulence (D) surgeon

21. In 1861, an Italian _______ named Giuseppe Fiorelli began to uncover the mystery of Pompeii.
    (A) numerologist (B) acupuncturist (C) biologist (D) archaeologist

22. Marian moved to France from Taiwan and learned to _______ to new conditions.
    (A) adopt (B) adapt (C) appeal (D) transcend

23. The firm went _______ because of the global economic depression.
    (A) bankrupt (B) durable (C) diverse (D) eruptive

    (A) courteous (B) interesting (C) prestigious (D) pressing

25. She loves teaching, and she teaches her students with _______.
    (A) pessimism (B) inferiority (C) enthusiasm (D) entertainment

26. Indians lead a very primitive life because their ancestor's life experience _______ influenced them.
    (A) abnormally (B) generously (C) eventually (D) profoundly

(請在答案卷上作答)
27. Genes, in the form of DNA, the biological genetic material, _____ the features of every living thing including plants, animals and humans on Earth.
   (A) dissolve (B) postpone (C) determine (D) confine
28. If you want to apply for the position, you need at least one _______.
   (A) recommendation (B) reluctance (C) extinction (D) memorial
29. _______ are those who act in contradiction to their stated beliefs or feelings.
   (A) Employers (B) Hypocrites (C) Contractors (D) Peddlers
30. The digital video has a year's ________
   (A) guarantee (B) conference (C) consensus (D) conservation

II. 下面一段文章，共有 10 個題目，編號 41-50，每題附有 4 個答案選項，請仔細閱讀文章後，選出一個最適合文意的答案，並將答案寫在答題卷上。

We have seen a new distribution of the population. More and more people have begun to move to and settle in the great city areas—the metropolitan areas. This movement is anything but a deliberate act of anybody. It is an act for seeking convenience and security. It is really a startling landscape, not of the rolling mountains or spectacular waterfalls, but of blocks of tall skyscrapers connected one by one by smooth-going traffic, so quiet and in good order. A good living is available within a community, a society not as large as a town or a city. Good life also is possible within an immense building, where people have easy access to supplies for daily life, including good education and recreation. Pollution problem is far away. Patrol forces are near at hand. Safety facilities are employed widely. Violations of the law are mostly minor in nature. It is a small world indeed, completed with almost everything plus man power. It is a world like a life spent on a voyage aboard a luxurious ocean liner, which only has to stop by a few sea ports. It promises a life full of a different kind or romance in contrast with the romance in the countryside yet the attractions from there are more imaginative than realistic. Therefore, this sort of community life becomes a new fever, especially among those idealists.

31. The passage talks about the _______ of people.
   (A) concentration  (B) breaking up   (C) re-location (D) migration
32. It is very clear that _______
   (A) the writer suggests romantic life.
   (B) the writer thinks highly of country life.
   (C) the writer favors city life.
   (D) the writer used to live on the sea.
33. In his opinion, the city traffic _______
   (A) is less noisy than that in the countryside.
   (B) is not so noisy as many people might think.
   (C) gives good chances for education and recreation.
   (D) facilitates robberies.
34. A scene in a city is wonderful because _______
   (A) there are high mountains and waterfalls.
   (B) it is so large in size.
   (C) there is no such thing as robberies.
   (D) high architectural structures are good to see.
35. Convenience here means that _______
   (A) so many important things are just within easy reach.
   (B) many supplies are just inexpensive.
   (C) a city must be small enough.
   (D) there is also luxury.
36. Security means safety, which in turn means that _______
   (A) man power is cheap.
   (B) transportation is available.
   (C) life is romantic.
   (D) pollution is well-controlled.
37. In the writer's mind, a good place must be _______
   (A) luxurious.
   (B) immense and spectacular.
   (C) small but complete with everything.
   (D) different from the suburbs.
More people love this sort of city life because ______
(A) the government makes people move there.
(B) natural disaster forces people to move there.
(C) safety and easiness attract people.
(D) industrial developments move forward all the time.

A big ship is good, for ______
(A) it never stops sailing.
(B) it never sails on the sea.
(C) honeymoon voyage is necessary.
(D) it stops sometimes for supplies.

______ have already decided to leave their homes in the suburbs or villages.
(A) A large number of people
(B) A small portion of people
(C) Many countries
(D) So many large cities

More and more people are getting intensely ______ of one thing—clean natural environment, because of great ______ of common knowledge. Clean air, clean water, and even clean dirt, for the coming generation, are next to nothing in importance to the survival of a large part of ______. People just can’t ______ at the news that some chemical factory will be built close by. They cannot put ______ with the slow ______ check-up on the ______ of pollution conducted by experts. They even ______ to help relieve their worries and tension by taking the matter in their own hands. They are so ______ disturbed that they fail to separate probability from possibility which latter contributes to their ______ to efforts on the part of the factory or government officials. People don’t believe their words any more.

41. (A) worthy (B) conscious (C) awake (D) doubtful
42. (A) expansion (B) architecture (C) vision (D) surface
43. (A) nationality (B) popularity (C) possession (D) humanity
44. (A) deliver (B) convince (C) relax (D) release
45. (A) down (B) out (C) up (D) to
46. (A) cheerful (B) routine (C) solar (D) accurate
47. (A) privacy (B) contents (C) permit (D) extent
48. (A) illustrate (B) attempt (C) hitchhike (D) deny
49. (A) emotionally (B) deliberately (C) casually (D) nightly
50. (A) decision (B) difficulty (C) difference (D) indifference